Today with your help, we will deliver The Overlook House and Upward Wing 2013 Annual
Report in word and song!
As Christian Scientists, we strive to see beyond the illusive and false theories of matter to
spiritual realities. This presentation likewise is an effort to change things into thoughts.
So will deliver today’s Annual Report using only 39 written words in this presentation,
accompanied by verses from the CS Hymnal that we will ask members of the audience to
read.
Therefore the effectiveness of this report will have more to do with the inspiration you put
into it rather than the perspiration we put into it.
May the inspired word be our sufficient guide!
“Cherish healing.” Why? Because in reality, every other system of healthcare promises
only to manage our illnesses. Christ alone heals. In SH Mrs. Eddy writes, ”Christian Science
raises the standard of liberty and cries: “Follow me! Escape from the bondage of sickness,
sin, and death!” Jesus marked out the way. Citizens of the world, accept the “glorious
liberty of the children of God,” and be free! This is your divine right.”
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❶? Thank you.
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Confident giving is what we do. Overlook House works to multiply the oil God gives and
uses those resources to provide:
Patients ‐‐ with the loving response of JL‐CSN’s 365 days of the year, 24 hours a day who
answer questions, provide care in the home, temporary nursing supplies and equipment,
and even means should a patient need assistance to visit a inpatient facility like Glenmont.
JL‐CSN’s ‐‐ with the compensation and metaphysical support to make CS nursing their
vocation and avocation
Our CS Movement ‐‐ (Branch church and members) with training to learn more about CS
Nursing in one‐on‐one training, or in groups and at seminars or talks, like today’s keynote
address from highly qualified CSN’s and practitioners
The World ‐‐ with a stimulus from every healing demonstration that the JL‐CSN attends
which re‐establishes the correct view of God and man “which heals the sick”
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Upward Wing JL‐CSN’s help patients “beard the lion in its den” in support of metaphysical
healing. Giving’s reward is the joy that comes from witnessing when a patient takes his or
her first step to call Upward Wing, however unsteady it might be. From this higher step
everything changes.
In S&H Mrs. Eddy writes,
Advancing spiritual steps in the teeming universe of Mind lead on to spiritual spheres and
exalted beings. To material sense, this divine universe is dim and distant, gray in the sombre
hues of twilight; but anon the veil is lifted, and the scene shifts into light.
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❷? Thank you.
This hymn verse tells us that:
1. Most people do whatever they can to preserve what is precious to them
2. In the past we worked to preserve buildings and beds as that was the outward
manifestation of the thought of CS’s at the time
3. Today, there is less matter in the equation as Upward Wing brings Christian Science
nursing to you.
4. However, both approaches sought to preserve the same idea idea…that Christian
Scientists can have unfettered access the highest quality services from Journal‐Listed
Christian Science nurses who share their trust in the healing power of prayer
5. This slide shows the principles and legal structure under which we created Upward
Wing, to preserve and perpetuate this precious idea:
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❸? Thank you.
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Where does our operating revenue come from? ‐ We don’t depend on dollars but on
inspired thoughts. We pray each day for these blessings from above.
72% ‐ from earnings on $3.2 million in investments. Our funds grow in value upwards of
10% each but we only spend 4% of the growth. This strategy grows the principal each year
to generate resources to operate Upward Wing in perpetuity. Our “spend less than you
earn” strategy also keeps the purchasing power of our dollars ahead of inflation.
17% ‐ General support. Voluntary patient contributions. Contributions from churches,
individuals, and funds.
6% ‐ Special contributions from churches, individuals, and funds which we call
“benevolence gifts” that we use to repay uncompensated patient care costs like
practitioner fees, transport patients to CS facilities, the purchase of specialty nursing
equipment that OH gives to patients in special circumstances (like a wheelchair for the
home), and for CSN mileage reimbursement
5% ‐ one time unpredictable gifts from bequests, church closings, or other unexpected
large donations.
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❹? Thank you.
How do we spend these funds?
• When OH operated a facility a large percentage of its spending was
devoted to things like building maintenance, utility costs, and nursing
home license fees.
• Today, 76 cents of every dollar we spend goes directly to patient
services.
• Each year since we began Upward Wing in 2011, we have increased that
percentage of spending that goes to direct patient services
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❺? Thank you.
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It is a legitimate question to ask that with $3.2 million in its endowment fund, why does
OH/UW need to continue to grow these funds?
• Our three CSN’s earn on average $35,000 a year minus their employment taxes. Each
are on call for 365 days per year, 8 hours per day (to cover the full 24‐hours in a day).
That makes their hourly rate about $12.00 per hour, or a few dollars more than the
average McDonald’s order taker. This certainly proves that the nurses we employ today
are truly invested in our mission. We have increased their rate of pay every year since
we began operations in 2011. Our vision is to steadily increase the compensation we
pay to our JL‐CSN’s over the next several years to make CS nursing a viable career
choice for future generations.
• We can only increase CSN salaries by increasing our investment principal every year.
That means even the smallest contribution you make helps insure the availability of CSN
services in Northern Ohio for future generations. And gifts you make, like the oil in the
woman’s pots will stay and never be depleted.
• We must however, raise approximately $50,000 per year from income sources other
than investments to maintain our non‐profit status. Last year contributions totaled just
about that amount. Over five years if we do not maintain this level we will become a
private foundation, and our income will become subject to a 1‐2% excise tax.
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❻? Thank you.
Are we responsibly shepherding the resources entrusted to OH? Yes!
• We do not start with dollars and than devise our annual budget. Instead, we start with
prayer and work to demonstrate every divine inspiration we receive.
• We utilize a investment advisory firm, right sized for an organization of our size called
Laurel Grove, Hq’d in Los Angeles, California. Several of its key staff including the former
Treasurer of the Mother Church, are Christian Scientists.
• Our investment strategy is conservative, with no more than 65% invested in stocks. We
invest rather than speculate. We invest in quality companies rather than trends. We
do not invest in health care, tobacco, or morally questionable companies.
• Since we began with Laurel Grove in 2009, our portfolio value has grown by 53%
compared to the highly volatile and risky stock market which has only slightly more ‐‐
58% in the same time period.
• We review investment reports each quarter and meet once in the spring by phone and
once in the fall in person with our advisors to review investment performance and
strategy. Every five years we take competitive bids from at least three firms, before
deciding to renew or terminate our existing advisor relationship.
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ❼? Thank you.
What fruits have we harvested in 2013?
• Our CSN’s provide 8,760 hours of service to the CS’ in Northern Ohio each year.
• We successfully contracted with a visiting CSN from California so that all three of our JL‐
CSN’s could attend the International CS Nursing Conference in Lebanon, Missouri to
secure important continuing education this year. It proved that we can teach our system
to others.
• We have created the first 100% paperless operation in the CSN community – it is a
development that will generate permanent reductions in business operating costs
• Our investment fund value increased by 6.5% to date, less of the 4% earnings that we
withdraw for a net value increase of 2.5%.
• We were able to increase the allocation of funds to CSN salaries by $9,000 in the
budget that started January 1, 2013 increasing their hourly rate from $10.85 to $11.98.
• We have raised the necessary funds to hold today’s Annual Meeting and provide a
wonderful talk about CSN for the field to enjoy today. Your understanding and
appreciation of Upward Wing’s mission is essential to the success of our service.
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ➑? Thank you.
What are we working to demonstrate in 2014?
• We believe it is essential to increase nursing salaries again as of January 1, 2014 by at
least $3,000 per JLCSN to an average of $38,000 per year, or $13.01 per hour.
• We are seeking to complete accreditation of our nursing service in 2014
• We expect to reach a spending milestone in 2014 where 80% of every dollar we spent
will go to direct patient services
• We plan to begin exporting our paperless administration system to help other CSN
organizations around the world reduce costs in the coming year
• We plan to launch a scholarship program to help worthy candidates evaluate CSN as a
career choice. Our plan is to award a grant to cover all travel, lodging and training costs
for an applicant to take the introductory nursing course at the CS Benevolent Association
facility in Boston Massachusetts and then shadow our CSN’s in the field.
• We plan to make advanced directive, living will, and power of attorney forms available
on our website so that CS’ can legally designate their care preferences to government
officials and their loved ones
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Can I have a volunteer to read the Hymn citation ➒? Thank you.
Pray for the world to awake from hypnotic fascination with body, matter based healthcare,
Obamacare, etc. We need to cherish the gift of CS healing. The world has need of Christ
healing.
Call Upward Wing when you need help, or better yet before to talk with a CSN.
Invite our CSN’s to a meeting of your members or your care committee. Learn how every
church member can express the Manual‐derived qualities of a nurse to bring comfort and
healing to their loved ones and their fellow man.
Attend UW seminars – We plan one major event every year ‐ always free of charge.
Visit us on‐line at www.upwardwing.com – contribute your thoughts on our blogs, sign up
for our mailing list, or RSVP to events. It’s a wealth of information for CS care and
treatment that you can share with your family and friends.
Contribute however you can – make a financial contribution, volunteer for our Board, or
make in‐kind contributions of your time. We can actually use the cash value of your
volunteer support to meet our IRS requirements. Even though God told Joshua that the
battle was not his, Joshua still had to enter the battlefield. His deliverance was in his
willingness to be seen and heard taking his stand for what he believed in.
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